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If, after that, fewer people took ** the influence of the
Press " as seriously as they once did, no one can be
surprised* The incident increased that " public distrust
of news " which Kennedy Jones had called " the most
notable feature of journalism " eleven years before*
None the less, although its direct power over opinion
has lapsed, what the Press can do indirectly is beyond
calculation* It can weaken character; distort value;
fill feeble minds with hopes, alarms, hatred; cause
attention to be turned to matters that ward off thinking
and away from those which concern the welfare of nation
and world*
How few of us would not smile pityingly at the sug-
gestion of thinking as a duty! At no period in the past
that I can recall has the wish for self-improvement and
for the amelioration of human conditions everywhere
been so openly sneered at* This we owe to newspapers
which deliberately represent frivolity and amusement as
the chief aims in life, decrying serious pursuits, serious
consideration of aims, cultivation of intelligence*
Controllers would excuse themselves by asserting that
they have no choice as to what they shall print* They
exist to satisfy public demand* If they are told that they
create the demand, they shrug their shoulders* Why
should they dispute it ? Why should they seek to justify
themselves ? Their profits do that; and, in addition to
big dividends, they have the satisfaction of knowing that
they are staving off the evil day of change*
Useless to remind them that damming the stream must
cause, and always has caused, floods* France, Russia,
Mexico, Germany, Spain, our own country—England at
the date of the Reform BiH, 1832—all teach the same
lesson* It is a lesson, however, to which Ruling Classes
turn deaf ears* They believe the dam will hold back the

